PAYROLL MANAGEMENT
Human Resource Management System
NuView includes two HR Tech products: NuView Human Capital Management, a unified enterprise HR management system,
and NuView CORT Payroll, a full-spectrum online enterprise payroll platform. Both are available as an on-premise or hosted
solution.

Customer Success

SUMMARY
This law firm needed a HR system that was configurable and had a self-service portal with a
user-friendly feel and easily reportable data. They also wanted a system that could be
maintained
in-house.

WHY NUVIEW
They chose IgniteTech’s NuView Core HRMS because of the system’s ease of configuration.
Many systems accommodate user-defined fields, but the firm felt that NuView took this
capacity to the next level by allowing users to add their own fields wherever necessary.

CUSTOMER BENEFIT
NuView’s HRMS has helped the firm by giving it a stronger ownership of HR information. It
has also provided a simplified open enrollment process and enriched business insights and
accurate point-in-time reports.

“NuView’s HRMS
allowed us to take
stronger ownership
of HR information
and remove any
redundancies. It’s
been easier to share
that data with other
departments and
offices.”

CUSTOMER OUTCOME
With the ease of creating their own user-defined fields, the firm has been able to create an
additional 20 forms for use in their production system while also modified many other existing
forms. Integrating custom elements into the structure of the system has made the reporting
process much easier.

SOLUTION BENEFITS




Boost productivity, streamline workflows, manage payroll and align human resource
programs and initiatives
NuView Human Capital Management: Manage and organize a global workforce from a
unified HR Management platform
NuView CORT Payroll: Address full-spectrum enterprise payroll needs with the flexibility,
control and insight needed to support the unique aspects of any organization

For more information,
visit
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